Assembly Instructions for In the Breeze Hot Air Balloons

1. The Top Hub and Hanging Swivel for your Hot Air Balloon come wrapped around the base of the balloon. Unwind from the base of the balloon.

2. Pull upward on the Top Hub to fully extend the string.

3. Holding the Top Hub in one hand—insert the fiberglass rod from one of the balloon panels into the Top Hub. Note: the plastic side of each panel should be facing toward the inside of the balloon.

4. Moving in a clockwise direction, repeat this process for each panel.

5. After all panels are inserted into the Top Hub slide the fabric panel down towards the wooden basket to complete assembly. Note: you may need to make some minor adjustments to the panels to finalize the balloon shape.

6. Your assembled Hot Air Balloon is now ready to hang using the attached snap swivel. Enjoy!